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Abstract
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women. About 3% of breast cancers are related to BRCA1 / BRCA2
mutations. It has been suggested that BRCA mutations have a negative impact on the reproductive potential of the
carriers, but the clinical evidence is conflicting. The aim of this review is to identify studies that help us to evaluate
it. The reproductive potential was evaluated through 1) the ovarian response to pharmacological (gonadotropin)
stimulation and 2) measuring Anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH) basal levels. An exhaustive review of the literature has
been carried out. All articles focused on this topic were included. Data were extracted and reported in summary
tables. The risk of bias of each of the included studies was assessed. The review of the literature does not show
differences when evaluating the response of BRCA carriers to an ovarian stimulation protocol. The revision seems
to show slight differences in the ovarian reserve. Also, worse results were found in BRCA1 vs. BRCA2 mutation
carriers. Further studies are required to verify the results.
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1. Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women. With an incidence of more than 2 million new cases diagnosed
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worldwide in 2018 it accounts for almost one in four cancer cases among women [1, 2]. Although most cases of
breast cancer are sporadic, roughly 8-10% are associated with a heritable gene mutation. About 30% of these
hereditary cancers are due to a mutation in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes. Therefore, 3% of total breast cancers are
due to BRCA1/ BRCA2 mutations [3-7]. The germline mutations on these genes are inherited in an autosomal
dominant way, so women who carry them have an increased lifetime risk for developing breast and ovarian
cancer. The penetrance is incomplete, being the lifetime risks of breast and ovarian cancers of about 72-65% and
45-40% respectively for BRCA1, and 69-45% and 25-17% respectively for BRCA2 [3, 6, 7]. The germline mutations
do not only increase the risk of developing cancer, but also the risk of developing it before 50, that is, earlier than
the average of the general population [5]. It has been suggested in several studies that, in addition to increased
cancer risk, BRCA mutations have a negative impact on the reproductive potential of the carriers. This hypothesis
has biological plausibility. BRCA1 and BRCA2 are tumour suppressor genes acting to ensure the integrity of the
genome through repair of DNA double stranded breaks [8, 9] and through maintaining the length of the telomeres
[10, 11, 12]. These mechanisms of genetic damage are involved in both oocyte damage and carcinogenic
transformations. Nevertheless, despite a strong biologic rationale supported by preclinical data, not all the clinical
studies find a relationship between decreased fertility and BRCA mutations. Depending on the studies and the
outcomes evaluated (age of menopause, parity, ovarian reserve, etc.) the conclusions are different [4, 13-21].
Therefore, this hypothesis is controversial. Given these discrepancies, the aim of this work is to summarize the
evidence accumulated in the literature focused on this subject. In order to clarify the impact of BRCA 1 and BRCA
2 mutations on female fertility one main objective and two secondary objectives were defined. The main one was to
evaluate the impact of a BRCA mutation on the ovarian response to a controlled ovarian stimulation measured in
recovered oocytes. The secondary objectives were 1) to evaluate if there are differences in the ovarian reserve markers
using blood levels of Anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH), and 2) to elucidate if there are differences between the effects
of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations.

2. Methods
We conducted a systematic review according to the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and metaanalyses (PRISMA) statement principles [22]. All the following items were defined a priori in the design phase of
this systematic review. A summary of the methodology can be seen in Table 1.

2.1 Types of studies
We have included all observational studies that report data about al least one of the selected outcome measures
(retrieved oocytes and AMH). No restrictions on language, date or publication status were imposed.

2.2 Types of participants
Women who had undergone a fertility treatment with a controlled ovarian stimulation and / or an ovarian reserve
test (AMH). They have been classified according to positive exposure (BRCA carriers) or negative exposure (nonBRCA carriers).
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2.3 Types of exposure
The included studies are observational due to the characteristics of the data to be analyzed. Therefore, we evaluated
exposures, that is, presence or not of BRCA mutations. Ideally, only BRCA mutations proven to be pathogenic
because they have a verified significant disturbing effect on protein translation should be included. Information about
the specific mutations affecting BRCA is part of the risk of bias in the evaluation of the studies. In the same way, the
quality of the information about the protocols of controlled ovarian stimulation is considered in the evaluation.

2.4 Types of comparator
The results of the exposed population (BRCA mutation carriers) are compared with the results of the unexposed
population (BRCA non-mutation). The assessment of the genetics of the non-exposed population is taken into
account in the classification of the risk of bias.

2.5 Types of outcome measures
The primary outcome was the total number or the number of mature oocytes (metaphase recovered per patient after
controlled ovarian stimulation. The secondary outcome was AMH blood level. AMH measurements should be made
with a fully automated electrochemiluminescence immunoassay platform and results be given by ng/mL. These
parameters have been chosen to prove the impairment of the reproductive capacity of BRCA mutation carriers
because they are objective/numeric data. Oocyte retrieval was chosen as the main objective since it is a clinical
parameter. AMH values were left as a secondary objective as they are only representing a biochemical marker.
Although it was not part of the original protocol, an overview of studies that give different results between BRCA 1 and
BRCA 2 has also been included. The purpose of showing these “post-hoc” data is to give a broader idea of what is
being reported in the literature.

2.6 Search methods for the identification of studies to be included
A literature search was performed in parallel on MEDLINE and on SCOPUS. All references were introduced into the
EndNote reference manager, where duplicated publications were identified. In addition, reverse citation was used to
find relevant studies.

2.7 Selection of studies
Two independent reviewers (P.F. and J.E.) assessed the studies for inclusion in our review with a standardized
procedure using a list containing the inclusion criteria, interventions and outcomes to be analyzed. Disagreements
among reviewers were discussed and settled by consensus between both authors.

2.8 Data collection and analysis
A data extraction sheet was developed. It includes the following variables: name of the study, first author name,
country, year of publication, type of study, study period, characteristics of the study population, number of patients
(both total and BRCA mutation carriers), outcomes (AMH or mature yield oocytes). In addition, we reported if there
were different results between BRCA1 and BRCA2.
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2.9 Assessment of the risk of bias in the included studies
The relationship between reduced fertility and the BRCA mutation cannot be subjected to experimental studies.
Therefore, all of the studies included in this review were observational ones and a high risk of bias should be
expected. Even so, the review was submitted to a tool for assessing risk of bias for observational studies: ROBINS-E
[23].

2.10 Registration
Our protocol has been registered in PROSPERO (International prospective register of systematic reviews).

Types of Studies

Observational (all types)

Types of Participants

Women underwent:
-

Controlled ovarian stimulation

-

AMH test

Type of Exposure

BRCA carriers

Type of Comparator

BRCA non-carriers

Outcome Measures

-

Number of oocytes recovered (primary outcome)

-

AMH blood level (secondary outcome)

Identification of Studies

MEDLINE and SCOPUS

Selection of Studies

Two reviewers

Risk of Bias

ROBINS-E

Table 1. Summary of the methodology of this systematic review.

3. Results
The first search in the different databases yielded 383 potential records. 195 were duplicates and were subsequently
removed. A secondary screening was performed with the information retrieved from the title and abstract of the
remaining 188 items. 19 studies remained because they met the selection criteria of population, exposure population,
comparation population and outcomes. A further full-text analysis was carried on these 19 studies 3 were excluded
because their contents were not relevant for our purposes. Finally, in the full-text analysis we identified 1 additional
important work through reverse citation (Figure 1). So, the total number of studies included in our review was 17.

3.1 Relevant studies and their results
The remaining 17 articles were classified into 3 groups according to their outcomes. Some articles that give valid
results are present in more than one group. The results for each group have been:

3.1.1 Recovered oocytes group: It includes those articles that relate the BRCA mutation to recovered oocytes
through a follicular puncture after controlled ovarian stimulation. The results are shown in Table 2. It contains a
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total of 8 articles comparing the results between BRCA carriers and non- carriers in terms of recovered oocytes: 5
cohort studies and 3 case-control studies. There mutation carriers and non-carriers, and 4 articles (including 98
carriers) where they are significant. The number of MII oocytes obtained was used as the measure for those articles
reporting it. When no MII data are shown, we have reported the number of oocytes retrieved, regardless of maturity.

3.1.2 AMH group: It includes those studies that relate the BRCA mutation to the ovarian reserve using AMH levels
as a measure of it. The results are shown in Table 3. It contains a total of 12 articles comparing the AMH levels
between BRCA carriers and non-carriers. A significant relationship between a decreased ovarian reserve and the fact
of being a BRCA mutation carrier can be found in 8 of the 12 studies reporting ovarian reserve data. These 8
articles, include a total of 745 subjects with BRCA mutations vs. a total of 232 BRCA mutation carriers in studies
where no differences are found.

3.1.3 BRCA1 vs BRCA2 group: Includes those articles that differentiate between BRCA 1 and BRCA 2, regardless
of their methodology. The results are shown in Table 4. Of the 17 articles included in this revision, 12 articles show
separated results for BRCA1 and BRCA2, while 5 do not differentiate between them. Out of the former ones, 3
report no difference between groups, 8 observed worse results for BRCA1 mutation carriers and 1 article reports
worse results for BRCA2 ones.

3.2 Risk of bias
An assessment of the risk of bias of all the studies was performed using the ROBINS-E system (Table 5).

Figure 1: Flow chart of the selection process.
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Numberb Studyc

BRCA-carriers Populationd

Control Population (non-carriers)e Agef

Unitsg

Resultsh

Inferior results of an ovarian stimulation
Porcu E et al., 2019 [24]

22

Cohorts

Breast cancer cryopreservation

Breast cancer / IVF male factor

< 40

MII

p < 0.05

Turan V et al., 2018 [35]

21

Cohorts

Breast cancer cryopreservation

Breast cancer cryopreservation

< 40

MII

P = 0.008

Derks-Smeets IAP et al., 2017 [26] 43

Cohorts retrospective DGT-M non-cancer

DGT-M (other cases)

< 43

MII

P = 0,02

Oktay K et al., 2010 [14]

Cas-Control

Breast cancer cryopreservation

< 38

collected

p = 0.025

12

Breast cancer cryopreservation

oocytes
No differences in ovarian stimulation in BRCA-carriers
Gunnala V et al., 2018 [27]

57

Cohorts retrospective Breast cancer / non-cancer

Breast cancer / Elective egg freezing

< 40

MII

NS

Lambertini M et al., 2018 [28]

10

Cohorts

Breast cancer

Breast cancer

< 40

MII

NS

Shapira M et al., 2015 [29]

62

Cas-Control

Breast cancer cryopreservation / Elective egg freezing / DGT-M non-< 40

collected

NS

DGT-M non-cancer

cancer

oocytes

Breast cancer cryopreservation

Breast cancer cryopreservation

Shapira M et al., 2015 [30]

20

Cas-Control

< 40

collected

NS

oocytes
•

a

•

b

•

c

•

d

•

e

•

f

•

g

•

h

Author, year
Number: number of BRCA1/2 mutation carriers included in study

Study: study design
BRCA Population: type of the study population

Control Population: type of the study population

Age: maximum included
Units: Measure how data is displayed
Results: statistical significance of the observed differences between carriers and non-carriers (NS = no significance)

Table 2: Group 1: articles relating BRCA mutations with reduced recovered oocytes.
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Numberb

Studyc

BRCA-carriers Populationd

Control Population (non-carriers)e Agef

Resultsg

Inferior AMH in BRCA carriers group
Porcu E et al., 2019 [24]

22

Cohorts

Breast cancer

Breast cancer / IVF male factor

< 40

p < 0.05

Kyung A Son et al., 2019 [31]

52

Cross sectional

Breast cancer / non-cancer

Breast cancer / Elective egg freezing

< 40

p = 0.004

Johson et al., 2017 [32]

105

Cohorts

Breast cancer / non-cancer

non-breast cancer (high and low risk) < 45

p < 0.05

Giordano S et al., 2016 [33]

68

Cohorts

non-cancer

non-breast cancer (high risk)

< 45

p < 0.05

Phillips KA et al., 2016 [34]

319

Cross sectional

non-cancer

non-breast cancer (high risk)

< 45

p < 0.05

Wang ET et al., 2014 [35]

89

Cross sectional

non-cancer

non-breast cancer (high risk)

< 45

p = 0.034

Pavonea ME et al., 2014 [36]

66

Cohorts

non-cancer

non-breast cancer (high risk)

< 45

P < 0.05

Titus S et al., 2013 [37]

24

Cohorts

Breast cancer

Breast cancer

< 42

P < 0.0001

No differences AMH in BRCA carriers group
Gunnala V et al., 2018 [27]

57

Cohorts retrospective Breast cancer / non-cancer

Breast cancer / Elective egg freezing

< 40

NS

Lambertini M et al., 2018 [28]

10

Cohorts

Breast cancer

Breast cancer

< 40

NS

Michaelson-Cohen R et al,. 2014 [38] 41

Cohorts

non-cancer

non-breast cancer (low risk)

< 40

NS

Van Tilborg TC et al., 2016 [39]

Cross sectional

non-cancer

non-breast cancer (high risk)

< 45

NS

•

a

•

b

•

c

•

d

•

e

•

f

•

g

124

Author, year
Number: number of BRCA1/2 mutation carriers included in study

Study: study design
BRCA Population: type of the study population

Control Population: type of the study population

Age: maximum included
Results: statistical significance of the observed differences between carriers and non-carriers (NS = no significance)

Table 3: Group 2: articles relating BRCA mutations with low ovarian reserve (AMH).
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Author, year

Outcome

Worse reproductive outcomes in BRCA1
Porcu E et al., 2019 [24]

AMH / MII

Derks-Smeets IAP et al., 2017 [26]

AMH

Giordano S et al., 2016 [33]

AMH

Phillips KA et al., 2016 [34]

AMH

Wang ET et al., 2014 [35]

AMH

Pavonea ME et al., 2014 [36]

AMH

Titus S et al., 2013 [37]

AMH

Oktay K et al., 2010 [14]

collected oocytes

Worse reproductive outcomes in BRCA2
Lauren J et al., 2017 [32]

AMH

No differences in reproductive between BRCA1/BRCA2
Kyung A Son et al., 2019 [31]

AMH / MII

Van Tilborg TC et al., 2016 [39]

AMH

Gunnala V et al., 2018 [27]

AMH

Lambertini M et al., 2018 [28]

AMH / MII

Table 4: Group 3: articles included that differentiate between BRCA 1 and BRCA 2 mutation carriers.
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Confounding

DOI: 10.26502/fjwhd.2644-28840039
Study participants Classification Departures
selection

of Exposures

From Missing

Intended Exposures Data

Measurement
OutComes

Porcu E et al., 2019 [24]

AMH MII

Kyung A Son et al., 2019 [31]

AMH

Gunnala V et al., 2018 [27]

AMH MII

Lambertini M et al., 2018 [28]

AMH MII

Turan V et al., 2018 [25]

MII

Johson L et al., 2017 [32]

AMH

Derks-Smeets IAP et al., 2017 [26]

MII

Giordano S et al., 2016 [33]

AMH

Phillips KA et al., 2016 [34]

AMH

Van Tilborg TC et al., 2016 [39]

AMH

Shapira M et al., 2015 [29]

collected oocytes

Shapira M et al., 2015 [30]

collected oocytes

Wang ET et al., 2014 [35]

AMH

Pavonea ME et al., 2014 [36]

AMH

Michaelson-Cohen R et al. 2014 [38]

AMH

Titus S et al., 2013 [37]

AMH

Oktay K et al., 2010 [14]

collected oocytes

ofSelection of deOverall
reported result Bias

Critical risk of bias
Serious risk of bias
Moderate risk of bias
Low risk of bias

Table 5: Risk of bias of the included studies.
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4. Discussion
The review of the data in the published literature seems to point out to no differences in terms of recovered oocytes
after ovarian stimulation in women carrying the BRCA mutation. However, when we look at ovarian reserve the data
seem to show a consistent trend of worse indicators. The review of the published data in the literature also seems to
report worse reproductive outcomes in women who carry mutations in BRCA1 compared to BRCA2 mutation
carriers. The different results obtained between AMH values-based and response to ovarian stimulation-based
studies can be explained in terms of clinical relevance. Some articles find statistically significant differences in the
value of the AMH, but they are small and not clinically relevant [32, 33, 35], especially when AMH values are high
[8, 29, 30]. They may not be reported in the stimulation results when levels of AMH are high. Additionally, in the
result of an ovarian stimulation, external factors like the stimulation protocol or follicular puncture technique
could also interfere. If studies had been conducted at the time in life when small differences in AMH levels have
great clinical repercussions (patients older than 35 years), the findings would be more conclusive. Probably we
would see more differences in terms of recovery of mature oocytes, as reported by Giodano et al. [33]. Additionally,
it has been suggested that the BRCA mutation effect on ovarian reserve manifests itself more prominently toward
the end of the reproductive lifespan [14] as a result of the accumulation of DNA damage and lack of repair.
Furthermore, we must not forget that AMH is an ovarian reserve marker without a clear relationship to the
likelihood of spontaneous pregnancy. Some articles show that there was no difference in spontaneous parity/fertility
between carriers and no-carriers [4, 19, 20, 21]. Although it could be assumed that BRCA carriers had worse
reproductive outcomes, a review of the current literature shows that BRCA carriers only experience a decrease in
one analytical parameter. Most probably in the daily clinic the BRCA mutation would not have a significant effect on
the probability of pregnancy of our patients. Finally, the worse results in BRCA1 mutations (vs BRCA2 ones) has
biological plausibility. BRCA2 has a more limited role in repairing double-stranded DNA breaks. Accordingly,
BRCA2 mutations tend to develop fewer cancers and at a later age, compared to BRCA1 ones [3]. Therefore, it
could be inferred that any effect derived from a mutation would be stronger in BRCA1-carriers. Mouse models
would support this hypothesis [37].

The limitations of this review arise from different issues.
First, there is a lack of concordance between all the articles included. In some studies, the outcomes are considered
statistically significant while in others this is not the case. The main reasons for these differences are the different
types of patients included and different confounding factors intervention assessed in the multivariate analysis. As for
the population, some studies use cancer patients, others women with a high risk of cancer and, others, general
populations. In the first case the presence of a malignant disease can reduce the reproductive potential by itself [40]
in an independent way, and in the BRCA-carriers group they would only be considering those individuals who have a
higher penetrance of the mutation (they have already developed cancer). If BRCA mutation negative women at high
risk of cancer are used (family history of cancer as a reason to test for BRCA), other mechanisms that reduce
ovarian reserve may be acting. Finally, in the case of the general population, it is wrongly assumed that controls
without a family history are all BRCA-negative. Regarding confounding factors that would have a critical effect on
the risk of bias of observational studies, each article considers different ones (age, body mass index, ovarian
surgeries, etc.), with some studies being stricter than others. These and other factors (reported in the risk of bias in
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Table 4) may be influencing the internal validity of the studies. Second, the lack of quality of evidence from
included studies. Actually, the biggest limitation of the studies (and not included in the ROBBINS-E – Table 4) is,
probably, their small size and, especially, the small number of carriers included. This affects their external validity and
leads to different outcomes. Studies with the largest number of patients reported in this review were not prospective.
To resolve some of these limitations, our group attempted to do a meta-analysis from the data gathered in this review
in order to increase the sample size, obtain more precise data and better statistical power. The previously commented
heterogeneity between the groups and the different ways of measuring the effects made it impossible. For example,
some articles reported data in means / standard deviation, while others used in median/ interquartile range. Thus, the
data could not be combined. Owing to these limitations the results should be taken with caution. The review does not
show differences in the clinical results (oocyte recovery) of BRCA carriers, but we must keep in mind that, as we
mentioned before, these could appear at the end of the reproductive life of women. Despite the fact that the
decrease in fertility of BRCA mutation carriers does not appear to be clinically relevant, it is still important to give
the right reproductive advice to these women. It must be kept in mind that they have a diminished reproductive
window (early oncological pathology contraindicating pregnancy, gonadotoxic treatments and early oncoprophylactic surgery) in a society that has been already made it tighter, because of the present way of life [2, 41].
Thereby, early oocyte cryopreservation should play a role for these women regardless of their ovarian reserve:
absence of need of ovarian stimulation if cancer appears, more embryos for preimplantation genetic testing and,
prophylactic salpingectomy regardless of whether reproductive desire has been fulfilled. Although, apparently there
are no clinical implications on the reproductive potential of BRCA patients, the results of the review are still
inconclusive. A prospective multicenter study would be able to clarify the situation. Fertility is a very important aspect
in women’s lives [42], including those with BRCA mutations and knowing how this condition may be affecting it
should be a priority.
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